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The Bugatti winner of the FIVA Best Preserved award at Villa d’Este.

Tiddo Bresters, President:
For most of 2021 working from home was the norm, but
since travelling has become much easier, my agenda this
spring was well filled with meetings, visits to events and to
ANFs.
The General Committee met in Paris in mid-March. It was
also there that the Memorandum of Understanding with
TICCIH, the worldwide Industrial Heritage Organisation,
was signed.
Thanks to our UNESCO Ambassador Rony Karam, we could
show Davide Grosso, the Chairperson of the UNESCO NGO
body, around at Retromobile.

Shortly afterwards, Keith Gibbins and I met officials of
the UN organisation UNECE in Geneva, where we gained
Consultative Status since December 2021. This puts us in
a better position to argue for historic vehicles in vehicle-related UN regulations. On the same day Keith and I also met
with FIM, the worldwide motorcycle federation, at their
headquarters near Geneva.
Besides Retroclassics I also visited the big fairs in
Germany, the Techno Classica (Essen) and the Retroclassics (Stuttgart). It was wonderful to explore these fairs after
a break of two-to-three years, and to enjoy the opportunity of strengthening the ties with our member clubs and
Professional Members.

The signing of the MOU between FIVA and TICCIH in Paris.
From left to right: Miles Oglethorpe (TICCHI President),
Natasa Grom Jerina (FIVA VP Culture), Tiddo Bresters.

great news, as it demonstrates the importance that MOTUL
attaches to the historic vehicle (HV) business. MOTUL has
developed a broad line-up of HV lubricants and is highly
rated in the HV industry. Additionally, MOTUL continuously
runs educational projects to attract young professionals to
HVs. It also demonstrates the importance that MOTUL sees
in FIVA’s work, which is a big support.
Apart from that, I’ve taken the opportunity to connect with
our existing and potential new Professional Members at
the big fairs in Paris, Essen, and Stuttgart. Interest in FIVA
is growing, and we can expect to welcome new Professional Members in the course of the year.

Peter Edqvist, SVP:

After the Steward Seminar in Ljubljana (Slovenia), I visited
our member organisations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
also had a talk with the Bosnian Minister of Transport and
Communications. I was delighted to experience how FIVA
is appreciated there. In Switzerland, I could strengthen the
ties with our ANF, by addressing their General Assembly
and meeting their board.
As I was already traveling in the Eurasian region while
on personal vacation, I took the opportunity to visit Iran.
Ramin Salehkhou from our ANF HVAI had organized a great
program. It was both impressive to see how much support
the historic vehicle movement gets from the Ministry of
Culture and other authorities, as well as heart-warming to
see so many young people at the two events I attended,
both with an amazing quality and quantity of historic
automobiles, including the most famous national brand
Paykan. My next stop was the inspiring youth symposium
in Marrakech—more of which you will read later in this
Newsletter.

Mario Theissen, SVP:
Our Global Partner MOTUL, who has supported FIVA even
before Professionals could become a FIVA Member, has
extended the partnership for three more years. This is

When FIVA started planning for a World Tour some years
ago, we didn´t know that a global pandemic was just
waiting around the corner. After that, we made a couple
false starts but were again hindered by the pandemic. Now
however, everything finally looks promising and plans are
going ahead rapidly. In the meantime, we did have some
video meetings as a substitute for the actual World Tour.
The background to the World Tour is that we have
identified a mutual need for increased communication
between FIVA and its members. Our General Committee
needs to know more about what´s going on amongst our
members—their achievements, their problems, their opportunities etc. Likewise, our members, and their individual
members in turn, need to know more about FIVA’s vast
field of activities.
But perhaps a more important reason is that legislative
initiatives in many countries run the risk of prohibiting the

Sidecar fun! Johannes Goetze (FIVA Motorcycle Commission)
riding a 1911 Bradbury sidecar with Peter Edqvist
(FIVA Senior Vice President) at ASIMOTOSHOW, in Varano, Italy.

responsible use of our loved historic vehicles on public
roads. These possible restrictions are potentially harmful
to our historic vehicle movement. Therefore FIVA members
around the globe need to act proactively and with factbased arguments.
While all this has been taking up most my time during the
past few months, I managed to enjoy an opportunity to
experience two track-days at the ASI Moto Show in Varano,
combining this with a visit to our Italian ANF members. The
picture shows that I practice what I teach: historic vehicles
should be used! In this case, I´m a passenger in an old
sidecar outfit.

Malcolm Grubb, VP Events:
The Events Commission has had a very busy quarter as the
gradual relaxation of COVID regulations across the world
has enabled a number of ‘postponed’ events to take place
at last. Notably, FIVA registered events have taken place
in Macau, Switzerland, Peru, Argentina, Uruguay, Mexico,
UK, France, Japan, Portugal, Italy, and Spain. The Events
calendar for the rest of 2022 is looking very healthy and
new event applications are arriving each week. Importantly, brand new FIVA events are under discussion for India
and South Africa. The much-postponed FIVA Stewards’
seminar was also finally able to take place in Ljubljana and
provided a great networking opportunity for the Stewards
to meet as a group for the first time since 2019. We
welcomed 2 new appointees to the Stewards Panel and
their skills and knowledge will further strengthen the team.
Steward appointments to all the current FIVA International
and FIVA World Events are well in hand, and we expect
more International Event applications to arrive later in the
year. The revised FIVA website has gone live, and we are
active on social media as well and so our event Calendar
now reaches both a wider audience and a younger
audience too.

Lars Genild, VP Legislation:
This year we have been focusing on mainly two subjects:
sustainability and e-fuel.
Like in most countries the world over, sustainability and
impact on the global climate has been a top priority within
EU, where they in the process of creating a ‘Sustainable
and Smart Mobility Strategy’ for the future by introducing
changes in legislation and a more climate friendly transport sector that includes ways of reducing CO2 emissions.
Historic vehicle owners are responsible people and equally
concerned about how they can reduce the negative consequences of burning fossil fuel. Yet when it comes to historic
vehicles, the possibilities are slightly different. There is

a huge responsibility of preserving our cultural heritage;
meaning historic vehicle owners cannot just make mechanical changes on the vehicles in order to improve
sustainability. This condition of course limits the changes
that historic vehicle owners can introduce.
This brings us right into another top priority at the moment,
which is evaluating whether e-fuel could become a
feasible and sustainable solution for historic vehicles,
thus allowing them to reduce the carbon footprint without
having to violate the mechanical history of the vehicles.
As structured testing continues across several European
countries, both sustainability and e-fuel will remain top
priorities for the whole year and probably for many years
to come, and the Legislation Commission will also continue
to formulate FIVA’s position on important matters in order
to be able to give members and decision-makers an
easy way to see where we stand. This is available on our
webpage under position papers.

Keith Gibbins, VP Motorcycles:
Our initial focus was on events, including the FIVA world
event in Romania, the ASI Moto Show in Italy and a special
Norwegian run.
Our Hungarian friends opened a park at Gyon, commemorating Eric Fernihough’s unfortunate death in 1938, when
attempting to break the land speed record on his supercharged JAP engine Brough Superior.
As mentioned in our President’s report, we are making
progress on the FIVA-FIM (Fédération Internationale de
Motocyclisme) agreement. We expect this to be signed
later this year.
The joint meeting of the FIVA Culture and Motorcycle
Commissions at the Mille Miglia Museum in Brescia.

Additionally, the motorcycle week PIN badges were organised and, despite delays in China, were delivered—thanks
to Gian Mario—just in time!
The face-to-face meeting in Brescia, which was combined
with the Culture Commission, was very valuable. It also
included technical commission chairman, Paul Loveridge,
who added his expertise, particularly with ID cards, which
of course also apply to motorcycles.
We undertook a brainstorming exercise, which amongst
other items, captured the concern that not all national
federations have a motorcycle section.Long term members
Johannes Goetze and Natasha Grom have decided not to
continue in 2023.
Both have a strong record of adding value to the commission and will be missed.
We will be looking for new blood in 2023.
Someone from outside Europe would be great, and we are
age and gender neutral!

Liberation Day commemoration through Pilsen city 8 May 2022.

Timo Vuortio, Chairman, Utilitarian:
Paul Loveridge, VP Technical:
The FIVA Technical Commission focuses mainly on technical aspects regarding historic vehicles. Among other
things, we are responsible for the FIVA Identity Card
system. This system recently went digital, with the Identity
Card applications being forwarded online and getting
digitally processed by the national ANF in charge. A central
task of the Commission is to permanently update the
online system to make it as user friendly as possible for
the applicants, scrutineers and ANFs who process the data
and are responsible for the final issuance of the requested
FIVA Identity Card or FIVA Youngtimer Registration Card. In
monthly video meetings (and when possible, live meetings
like the latest one in May at Warwick, UK), we thoroughly
discuss problems encountered by the users, ANFs or even
members of the Commission with the system, and address
them as soon as possible.
Additionally, the instruction manuals for applicants, ANFs
and scrutineers were constantly updated. The number of
ANFs using the online system has grown rapidly; whenever
necessary, the Commission provides intensive support
either by online seminars for a group of users, individual
online meetings, or by conducting meetings in person.
Further, the Commission dealt directly with several FIVA
Identity Card applications forwarded from ANFs. Sometimes an ANF may have doubts about whether a FIVA
Identity Card should be issued or not based on the data
provided by the applicant. Such an application is then
handled by the Technical Commission. The Commission
members thoroughly examine the application and the
Technical Commission then gives a final decision.

We had planned for a commission meeting during the
spring but the COVID-19 situation prevented that possibility
during some of the great exhibitions and rallies. Meetings
have been held via video conferences.
Commission members have been participating in some
events in their home countries. Every member has been
active in general meetings and contact with the authorities,
with the purpose of conveying the importance of having
historical vehicles preserved for coming generations.
Two examples of members’ contributions to events are
listed below:
Frantisek Cecil with his Jeep 1942 took part in the
Convoy of Liberty in Pilsen, Czech Republic on 8th of May;
200 historic military vehicles drove through the town
with 50,000 people celebrating this day. The event was
attended by the Speaker of the Parliament of the Czech
Republic, the Minister of Culture and a number of other
important personalities.
Timo Vuortio took part in an exhibition, in the Northern
part of Sweden, on 8th May with his military motorcycle
Husqvarna and a BMV hot-bulb engine. He conducted a
presentation on FIVA and its achievements at the Speakers
Corner too. The exhibition included displays of tractors,
ambulances, fire trucks and other kinds of utilitarian
vehicles. Drivers of vehicles participated in fashion show
too, like the fire-fighter in the picture.
The commission has spent a lot of time planning for a FIVA
National Event in Panningen, Holland 2022 and another
upcoming FIVA World Event in the same place in 2023. We
hope to see participation from many countries.

Ceremony to celebrate the first FIVA ID Card in Iran, for
a Paykan 1970; the Paykan is a Hillman Hunter derivate.

John Alcantara, VP Membership:
The last two years have been bleak by any standard,
with events and applications for membership on the back
burner. The appearance of the Omicron variant in the
autumn of 2021 sent another wave of despondency around
the world. However, the success of the vaccination programme ensured that 2022 dawned with a more optimistic
light. It was against this uplifted mood that the General
Committee met in Paris in March this year. We had the
opportunity to spend a day at the repetitively postponed
Paris Retromobile Exhibition.
Tentative membership inquiries have been received from
Cuba, Algeria, and Tunisia but progress towards having a
formal application have been slow. As the Vice-President
for membership, I am always available to help guide membership candidates. I also happily accept suggestions for
new memberships. FIVA’s ambition is to be the big inclusive tent for classic vehicle enthusiasts worldwide.
The last member to apply and be accepted into membership of FIVA was The Old-timer Union of Bosnia-Herzegovina. It feels good to see clubs in countries with recent
polemic history being brought together by the unifying love
of historic and classic vehicles. Long may it be so!

Jos Theuns, VP Finance:
The first quarter of the year was spent on many different
things such as an intermediate financial update whereby
the invoices mailed for the member’s fee and payment
thereof are one of the most important things. Frankly, most
of the day-to-day work is done by Gian Mario Mollar, our
General Secretary, without whom I would most certainly
be lost. My involvement is mainly limited to special cases
where some further view or opinion on the matter is necessary.
On the finances front, due to the slow lift of COVID restrictions, FIVA’s expenses are still limited since commission
meetings and other events and gatherings are still not
at the usual level. As with any international organization,
travel and living expenses are a considerable factor. With
the current reductions in COVID restrictions, we expect that
the 2nd half of the year to see some catch-up in the area of
events and other gatherings.
One of the highlights was our GC meeting in Paris since
it was quite long since our last face-to-face encounter.
Although we still speak regularly via MS Teams or similar
tools, a ‘real’ meeting always adds to the experience.
Also as you might have noticed, there is a new FIVA
website operational by now. The reason for this update
was the increased number of people visiting the FIVA site
using mobile devices and the old site was less suitable for
this. With a clearer navigation structure and better mobile
support, we are sure that visitors will have a much better
experience while visiting the site.

On of the original milestone that signed the legendary
5-kilometer concrete road straight, National Route 5-ös
(1934-1939) in Dabas-Gyón, Hu.

The poster of the International Sympsosium in Marrakesh.

In the process, FIVA has made excellent progress on Instagram and Facebook, so much so that from the 12th of April
until the 9th of May, across four weeks, FIVA on Facebook
reached out to 220,053 people, up by 41% compared to
the preceding four weeks.
On the 14th of May 2022, FIVA supported the organisation
of the first global symposium on the challenge of attracting
young people to the historic vehicle community, which
was held in Marrakech, Morocco. Hosted by the Fédération
Royale Marocaine des Véhicules d’Époque (FRMVE), the
FIVA-supported event gave senior enthusiasts the chance
to hear directly from young delegates, representing 10
nations—America, Japan, Slovenia, India, Romania, Brazil,
France, Belgium, Turkey and, of course, Morocco.

Gian Mario Mollar, Secretary General:

Gautam Sen, VP Communication:
On the Communication front we have been very active
since the beginning of this year, mainly with a new activity
that has received a very favourable response from young
enthusiasts the world over: the FIVA Chat Room. The first
of these Chat Rooms was held on 28th January 2022, and
since then we have been holding these Zoom-based online
discussions with historic vehicle enthusiasts across the
globe every last Friday of the month. The topic for the first
Chat Room was: ‘Which do you think is a Youngtimer?’
The next month’s (February) topic was ‘Classical Motoring
Clubs out of Fashion?’ This was followed by whether
‘Historic Vehicles were destined for Museums?’ and then
for the month of April, the topic was ‘Historic Vehicles: A
Hobby for the Rich Only?’ All these somewhat controversial topics galvanized the young and the not-so-young to
jump into very animated debates and discussions in each
of these FIVA Chat Rooms to make this a very successful
concept, one which has been conceived by our new Social
Media consultant, Alizée Glavieux.

The first part of the year, as usual, was dedicated to the
collection of the membership fees, a vital activity for the
survival of the Federation. I would like to thank all the
members that sent in their dues promptly. The day-to-day
running of the office includes a variety of tasks, which I
handle in cooperation with the President and the other GC
members. Besides those usual activities, the (temporary?)
end of the COVID restrictions also marked the possibility of
travelling again, so I’ve been able to organize and attend
a General Committee meeting in Paris in March, at the
time of Salon Retromobile, as well as attend FIVA’s first
Youth Symposium in Marrakech, which struck me for the
quality and preparation undertaken by the young speakers
involved. It is good to ‘hit the road’ again! This year, in
June, I will celebrate my fourth anniversary at FIVA and I
am looking forward to the General Assembly 2022 in Sofia,
Bulgaria, which will probably allow us all to meet again
after three long years of video conferencing! I’m sure it will
be fun!
One of the talented young speakers at our international
symposium in Marrakech: Slovenian Bernarda Sjekloca.

